Office Work Innovation: What about Wellbeing?
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Abstract

Offices nowadays are looking very attractive: design furniture, trendy colours, fancy lighting, art objects and even an ecological touch. These offices are often linked to new ways of working, further explained by concepts such as flex work, telework, shared office work, cloud work etc. But what are the effects of these changing environments on the wellbeing of the workers? And do these trendy offices really increase ergonomics at work? In this paper, first a brief history on the development and evolution of office environments is given. Furthermore, an analysis of some pitfalls in today's offices is presented. For each pitfall, some advice is given on how to reduce the problems.
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1. A Brief History of Office Innovations

Already from the start of offices, innovation has been a key issue. It was and is a continuous evolution in the search for company efficiency and wellbeing of workers.

1.1. Antiquity

We are far from the scribes in Ancient Egypt who read papyri (paper-like material from het papyrus plant) in a seated position on the floor with the text on their lap. They were considered part of the royal court and were exempt from the heavy manual labor required of the lower classes [1]. Also monks in the Middle Ages had a
certain status and importance by their literacy in reading and writing Latin. They copied manuscripts to help preserve ancient literature for future generations. Rarely a “Scriptorium” was found in a monastery, a specific room for writing, next to the library. Most monastic writing was done in cubicle-like recesses, or writing-desks [2]. The father of occupational medicine, Bernardino Ramazinni, was the first who described the risks associated with this type of work [3]:

“First, constant sitting, secondly the incessant movement of the hand and always in the same direction, thirdly the strain on the mind from the effort not to disfigure the books by errors or cause loss to their employers when they add, subtract, or do other sums in arithmetic...”

Although this was already originally written in 1713, today we still notice the same problems in offices: sustained sedentary work (e.g. Biswas e.a. 2015), musculoskeletal disorders during typing (e.g. Rempel e.a. 2008 [4]) and sustained cognitive efforts (e.g. Hollender e.a. 2010 [5]).

1.2. Industrial Revolution

New machines such as the telegraph, telephone and typewriters increased and fastened information processing. Inspiration for office design came from the Taylor principles: repetitive work, in rows next to each other and in big spaces, so-called open plans. An example is given in Figure 1. This caused a good visual supervision from management, who of course supervised from their own separate office room. All machinery was put close by, which thus was a direct cause of the development of sustained sedentary work [6].

1.3. From the 50’s to the 70’s

In Germany, they decide to divide the open plan model with screens, walls and plants to create differentiation and privacy (for an example, see Figure 2). Carpet and absorbing ceilings had to reduce the noise level. Advantages
of these types of offices were given: reduction in space, less maintenance costs, increase in productivity and even less absenteeism (Brookes, 1972) [7].

1.4. The 80’s and 90’s

Driven by technological innovations and the fast developing changes in computers, changes in the workplace station took place. A specific sub-discipline in ergonomics that analysed the impact of all these changes was born: office ergonomics. Emphasis was put on a good basic posture during work at a computer screen, so that musculoskeletal load of the upper limbs was minimised. This is important, since several reviews indicate a possible causal relationship between computer work and musculoskeletal complaints in the neck and arm [8]. An ISO standard was developed from this, taking into account the set-up of the workstation, but also requirements of hardware and software: “Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals (VDTs)”—ISO 9241 (developed from 1993 on). Also legislation emerged from this, e.g. in Europe the Council Directive 90/270/EEC of 29 May 1990 on the minimum safety and health requirements for work with display screen equipment was presented. This caused an increasing amount of attention in offices regarding a good basic computer workspace set-up and the development of checklists to analyse the set-up. Also emphasis went to a good knowledge of workers regarding prevention of musculoskeletal disorders when working at a computer workplace.

Also the first signs of teleworking came on the agenda, due to the increase in information technology [9]. Flexible work is introduced which means a work practice allows employees a certain amount of flexibility in respect of time, place and duration of work [10]; also referred to as New Ways of Work (NewWoW) [9].

1.5. 2000+: New Ways of Work

With the revolutionary increase in mobile technologies and communication media, the number of employers making extensive use of NewWoW has increased tremendously. A better organisation of knowledge work takes place, and working from other places than from the office is possible. Two important strategic objectives were formulated with respect to office accommodation: an economic objective (higher profitability) and a social objective (increased well-being of workers) [11]. The optimal balance between organisation and accommodation may promote efficient work, higher job satisfaction, more productivity and a reduction in facility costs. This was reflected in the office accommodation firstly by the creation of shared open-plan offices: no individual owners of a workstation, but first come, first served principle: the sooner you arrive at the office, the larger the choice where to sit for the rest of the day in the landscape environment. This was only possible due to the provision of individual adjustable furniture (chair and table). Secondly, and often considered most important, less workstations than the total number of workers are necessary: more workers work from home, satellite or other locations; also more part-time workers are found, so less office space and workstations are necessary. Regarding accommodation at the office, NewWoW seem to be an enabler to rethink office design to create an inspirational and productive physical working environment. At the same time contemporary management theories are implemented to create a mental work environment, targeting both the organisation and its workers [12].

2. Analysis of Today’s Wellbeing Pitfalls

Besides the good news show of economic and social advantages of today’s workstations, studies have unfortunately proven that the benefit in space reduction often caused other investments. There is a need for more information and communication technology, renovation costs, more expenses in furniture (not only at the office, but also at home and/or at satellite offices), costs for external and internal project developers, etc. [13]. But also regarding the social wellbeing objective, the transition from traditional towards innovative offices didn’t always result in positive effects [14]. It is strikingly that the problems already mentioned by Ramazinni (sedentary work, mental overload and physical problems), still appear today… Let’s have a look at some of the pitfalls in today’s offices and how to reduce them.

2.1. Bye, Bye to Classic Physical Ergonomics

The number of office workers still increases tremendously. If we want to avoid that even more physical complaints are found in offices, than we have to hold on onto the basic ergonomic rules of the set-up of a computer workstation, as explained in the ISO standard 9241. In research, there is evidence that demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of interventions, in reducing both the exposure to potential workplace risk factors and the prevalence of work-related musculoskeletal disorders. One study revealed that there was even a US $17.8 return on investment for every dollar invested in an ergonomics intervention strategy. Also further cost savings in worker compensation were mentioned [15].

So advice should be given to workers how to set-up a computer workstation correctly (see Figure 3 as an example of a traditional work station set-up). A computer workstation checklist can be used to analyse the necessary requirements (for example: https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/computerworkstations/checklist.html).

Since 1995, the number of laptops in companies increased tremendously. Research to awkward postures when working with these devices, followed soon [16]. After the laptops, smartphones came. Hansraj [17] demonstrated that when performing concentrated tasks on a smartphone, our head bends on average 60°, which is translated in 27 extra kg for the cervical spine. The same posture problems can be found when working with tablets (Young et al., 2012). Fortunately, helping devices such as a laptop holder and attached keyboard and mouse optimise the working postures. Also for tablets, helping devices can be found to put the tablet at a higher position, although an ideal situation will not be created [11].

Unfortunately, in recent trendy working environments, we often find situations in which these basic requirements are forgotten. For example: A trendy chair that rather fits at a reception, a coffee corner, or a short brainstorming meeting place, than at the office desk since no individual adjustability is possible; or large bench desks for 3 workers and more, with no individual height adjustability; or the provision of a sit-stand table to reduce sitting time (see also pitfall 3), but no accessories to put the laptop at a correct height.

Also regarding home workstations, workstations often seem to be insufficient. In a study across 4 European countries most HR professionals claim that an ergonomic workstation is essential for flexible working, however regarding the home workstation having the same requirements as the office station, percentages are much lower [10]. A home workstation for which the employer actually offers tools and accessories varied between 42% and
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**Figure 3. Set-up of a traditional workstation.**
63% across countries.

Advice: Integrate the basic ergonomic rules regarding workstation set-up at all types of flexible work stations (in the office but also at home). A clear message should be given that sustained use of laptops should be avoided without the use of helping devices. Regarding tablets, also helping devices could be used but even when using these devices, working time should be limited.

2.2. Paradox of the Two C’s: Concentration and Communication

Already in the 70’s, research revealed that both aspects of concentration and communication are in continuous conflict in an open space office [7]. A high satisfaction can be found regarding the communication between workers in a shared office environment, and this for formal and informal meetings, and for small chats between colleagues [18]. However, when concentration tasks have to be performed, the communication disturbs the work of other office workers [19]. Furthermore, workers sharing an open-plan office, have significantly more days of sickness absence than occupants in cellular offices, in 2-persons offices or in 3-6 person offices [20].

Besides colleagues, there are other concentration-disturbing sources, the so-called digital confounders. Obviously, new technologies can be seen as adding to the modern worker’s arsenal: information is available anytime and anywhere, communication is easier with clients and colleagues and the technology is becoming faster and faster. Jobs go into the cloud today, work becomes fractionalized and workers are less at the office. People are virtual nowadays and have the freedom to be an entrepreneur, the so-called virtualpreneur [21]. But this mobile work can be a double edged sword. The downside is that it can increase cognitive and psychosocial work stress when the possibilities that the new technology offers, becomes pressure [9]. The so-called techno-stress may even lead to techno-addiction. Furthermore, the drive to be continuously online and to be reachable by phone, computer, tablet, even within seconds, causes a lot of multitasking, which has proven to decrease efficient work [22]. Apart from lower productivity, also health problems may arise: overworking, overtiredness, chronic fatigue, burn-out etc. Also possible neurological effects may arise known as “attention deficit trait”: workers find it difficult to keep organised, set priorities and manage their time [9]. And if this is not enough, also excessive pragmatism, soloist behaviour, and a loss of social cohesion and a disturbed work/life balance appear [9]. Therefore, some companies decided to ban home work again, since they are equating workplace productivity with real time at the office. The company memo, from human resources chief Jackie Reses at Yahoo, read: “Some of the best decisions and insights come from hallway and cafeteria discussions, meeting new people, and impromptu team meetings.” (http://www.businessinsider.com/yahoo-working-from-home-memo-2013-2?IR=T). Other companies try to solve the collaboration and innovation problems by using e.g. digital tools (http://www.zdnet.com/article/todays-enterprise-collaboration-landscape-cloudy-social-mobile/). Once again, the integration of these digital tools should be done wisely, taking into account both aspects of communication and concentration.

Advice: Besides the landscape workplaces at the office, sufficient concentration workplaces or zones of “do not disturb” should be available for knowledge workers. Instead of creating a large open-plan office, working zones of max. 6 persons are promoted.

Protect yourself from digital attraction. Create periods of “no disturbing” in your own work practices: e.g. read emails or messages only during fixed time zones during the day or organise virtual meetings at specific time slots. Other important recommendations are: detach from work, develop a strong work-home boundary and relax. Regarding organisations, the following recommendations are mentioned: enhance employee control, provide support to employees and reduce expectations for long hours (Carolyn Axtell, mentioned in Bruck and Rao 2013 [23]).

2.3. And Last but Not Least... Today’s Sitting Problem

With the increasing amount of office workers, more and more people increase their sitting behaviour. It is proven that increased sitting time at work, increases the risk of cardiovascular disease, obesity, diabetes and even earlier mortality (e.g. Chau et al., 2013, Biswas et al., 2015). The reason for this is that the work normally performed by the large skeletal muscles in the legs, back, and trunk during standing and moving, comes to a halt when sitting. This has an effect on the cellular regulation of skeletal muscle lipoprotein lipase (a protein important for controlling metabolic risk factors such as cholesterol) (Hamilton et al., 2007). Therefore, employees should be encouraged to change and break up their sitting behavior. The best way to do this is to replace sitting with light to moderate intensity physical activity. There are several possibilities to do this: changes in the work-
place environment and design (e.g. separate printer room, promotion of stair use, provision of a ping-pong table) or changes in the design of office desks (e.g. use of sit-stand tables, ergobikes, treadmill desks). A lot of new devices are coming into the market. The effectiveness of these interventions is a popular theme in recent research. A recent review study [24] revealed that sit-stand desks can reduce sitting between a half to two hours per day. Also people will reduce their sitting periods lasting longer than 30 min. However, one study analysed the effects after 6 months and found that sitting was reduced with less than one hour. This is considerably less than the 2 till 4 hours that is promoted by an expert guideline (Buckley et al., 2015). So it is extremely important to focus on strategies to promote behaviour change to reduce our sitting behaviour. Also, standing alone is not enough to have sufficient change in your energy expenditure during the day, therefore it is recommended not only to break sitting with standing periods, but also to move more during work.

Advice: follow recent research regarding the effectiveness of new devices and interventions. Integrate different principles into a dynamic office: promote changes in the general workplace environment, in the workstation lay-out and in the organisation of work. For an example of a dynamic working environment, see Figure 4.

3. Conclusion

Office workplaces changed considerably over time. The introduction of computers at the workplace led to a classic computer workstation set-up. The increasing number of computer workers and the new ways of working (NewWoW) that emerged in the last decade, caused changes in the office lay-out and organisation of work. Unfortunately, the problems that were already mentioned by Ramazinni in 1713 regarding office workers are still found with the NewWoW workers: sustained seated work, mental overload and physical problems. In this document, suggestions are given to reduce these problems. It is advised to integrate these aspects to the traditional computer workstation analysis and to further develop good practices, requirements and more research regarding today’s work at the office. This paper doesn’t claim to be comprehensive regarding all wellbeing factors at work. There are other problems or pitfalls that should receive further attention (e.g. ventilation issues in landscape offices, electromagnetic fields with the increasing use of mobile technology or wireless internet, etc.). And also don’t forget that besides wellbeing, other themes are important, such as mobile security management.
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